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A convergent operator provides services to both mobile customers and fixed customers.
Mobile customers are granted access to the network services by deploying radio stations
which provide cellular coverage, using different technologies: 2G, 3G, 4G, and 5G. Fixed
customers premises are connected by either optical fibers or copper lines, again with
different technology solutions: bitstream copper lines, optical fiber connectivity such as
FTTH (Fiber To The Home), FTTC (Fiber To The Cabinet), VULA (Virtual Unbundling Local
Access) optical fiber kits, wireless access links etc.
The back-hauling transmission network is gathering traffic from both access
infrastructures, and aggregating it locally in Points Of Concentration and it finally
provides connectivity through a hierarchical network from access to Core sites.
The core transmission network then provides IP connectivity between the Core sites with
a long distance network as well as connectivity to the Internet.
Core sites host service platforms, data centers, and switching nodes which implement
the architecture of the various services. There are specific servers implementing voice
services, such as switching nodes. Then there are gateways to manage data traffic,
backbone transit nodes, and signalling nodes. A service layer (physically implemented in
the same Core sites) hosts servers implementing the intelligence of the services: billing,
mobility management, number portability, value added services, firewalling, data
optimisation, etc.
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Legacy dedicated nodes usually relying on proprietary hardware to implement network
functions have been gradually swapped by Virtual Network Functions. In a Network
Virtualisation environment, the different network functions are instantiated as software
Virtual Machines onto a shared common infrastructure of storage, computing and
networking resources. A virtualisation software dynamically instantiate Virtual Machines
onto the shared infrastructure, allocating and configuring resources automatically
managing failures and setting up multiple Virtual Machines through “containers”.
Already widely used in IT data centers, NFV is meant to bring cost savings to large
operators because of the infrastructure sharing, as well as flexibility to cope with a rapidly
changing demand. Also, NFV supports Network Slicing, that is a set of multiple isolated
logical networks, each of them with associated network functions and resources to run
these functions, on a per-service basis. This leads towards operation as a Network-As-AService, or as a Platform-As-A-Service provider concept.
NFV distributed architecture relies on data center infrastructures in different Core sites,
where the “softwarized” network functions are instantiated depending on the specific
requirements of the service. 5G is adopting virtualisation as key factor both in core and
RAN at the edge of the network, and will introduce MEC (Multiaccess Edge Computing),
that is computing platforms at the network edge, leveraging the low latency, real time
location awareness being located in close proximity to the end user.
Already in a network with legacy dedicated nodes the IP transmission network has to
manage multiple traffic flows with different service requirements. With this respect,
MPLS-based IP networks provide the way to segregate traffic flows and implement traffic
engineering.
NFV adds further complexity and drives the evolution towards Segment Routing and SDN
in the transport network.
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Full IP networks provide IP connectivity for different customers and different services at the same
time. Each service has different requirements in terms of bandwidth, latency, reliability, which
have to be fulfilled at the same time by the same convergent IP network.
There are two distinct IP domains (Autonomous Systems).
A large back-hauling IP network is gathering traffic from radio stations and from fixed lines and
transports traffic towards the core network sites through a hierarchy of aggregation routers
(POC, Point Of Concentration). A typical architecture design for back-hauling networks is ringbased. Redundancy is in fact relying on the double paths (clockwise and counter-clockwise
direction).
As we have seen, within core network sites legacy service platforms, NFV data centers, internet
peering points are meant to deliver the various service applications. The core sites routers are
interconnected by the IP Core network domain.
Plain IP networks do not fit the need of implementing a growing number of different services
with different service requirements. Hence, MPLS has become a standard to guarantee flexibility,
scalability and reliability.
In Core sites the edge routers play the role of ingress and egress points of the MPLS network of
both back-hauling and core domains.
The underlying transmission is based on either optical fiber or Microwave links.
Back-hauling transmission uses both, optical fibers are largely diffused in metropolitan areas,
microwave links are used in rural areas or whenever the cost and feasibility of fiber is not
sustainable. Even though fiber links are more resilient and more capable, microwave technology
is robust and increasingly performant, and it may be a strategic resource also in the future, i.e. as
backup high capacity links for corporate customers.
Long distance high capacity links employ dark fiber, see next slide for details
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The underlying TX layer: DWDM
DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division Mux)
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The underlying transmission of the long distance network connecting the core sites relies on
Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing, which is a Frequency Division Multiplexing technique.
Channels are obtained using multiple carrier frequencies in proximity of the wavelength of 1550
nanometers (third window). The so called third window in the infra-red spectrum is the optimal
range of frequencies in terms of low attenuation and it has been in use since the 90s.
The majority of optical systems nowadays allow 80/96 optical channels with a fixed spacing of
50Ghz (0.4 nanometers) between wavelength carriers, even though ultra-dense flexible systems
are already available and implemented. Namely, while transponders are usually designed to work
in a specific direction and with a specific bandwidth through the usage of filters, Flex-Grid
technology allows flexible channel size and centre frequency, and introduces a modulation
based on probabilistic shaping to enable 75Ghz bandwidth. Transponder with better
performance can be used (400 Gb lambda with similar optical performance of existing 100Gb)
The general architecture is based on optical rings which allow full redundancy. An optical nodes
is collecting or drop traffic from/to clients through transponders, the channels are then
multiplexed in both direction and amplified by Erbium Doper Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA). An optical
node can as well act as pass through of optical channels without traffic drop to local clients. A
different kind of amplification technique, RAMAN pumps, is used in submarine links. Depending
on the distance and the relative attenuation, intermediate regeneration nodes might be needed
on terrestrial links.
Although failures in optical links are less likely with respect to any other technology, the
expected time to recover a fiber cut might be variable: a factor to be taken into account in the
resiliency design of an optical network. For example, submarine cables faults require specialised
boats to identify the point where the fiber cut is located, to recover the broken cable from the
seafloor and to repair it: the duration of these operations may depend on bad weather conditions
to operate in security. Similarly terrestrial cable faults in cabling structures located in dangerous
places (galleries, viaducts, etc.) may have a recovery time quite unpredictable. Based on the

likelihood of faults and estimated recovery time, multiple redundancy is deployed to mitigate
the risk.
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Provider Edge nodes are deployed in a resilient architecture at Core sites. They collect traffic
from the various Core platforms which are either directly connected or connected through CE
nodes.
PE routers are the ingress/egress points of MPLS IP Core network, reaching all core sites
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IP Core – POC1 Core sites
IP Core is deployed in 32 Core sites, each of them including:
Redundant POC1 aggregation routers to collect traffic from IP backhauling POC2
network
Legacy network platforms, among which:
BNG (BRAS) servers to manage fixed customers data traffic towards IP Core
2G, 3G controllers to manage mobile traffic, they forward voice traffic towards Voice Core, and data traffic
towards Data Core
Redundant 4G SecureGateways, terminating IPSEC tunneling, and forwarding VOLTE (Voice over 4G)
towards IMS Voice Core and data traffic towards Data Core
Voice Core systems, MSS, MGW, IMS, etc.
Data Core systems, MME, GTW, etc.

NFV datacenters, which provide shared resources (hardware, storage, computing) to
Virtual Machines implementing the Network Functions above described
Redundant PE routers as MPLS ingress points of IP core
8
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The Core IP network connects 32 Core sites.
The access transmission network gathers traffic from mobile and fixed access aggregation nodes
and transport it to Core sites.
Mobile radio stations for 2G and 3G have to be connected to radio controllers (BSCs and RNCs).
4G and 5G nodes do not have controllers but IP-SEC tunneling is implemented and it is
terminated in core sites nodes. All mobile traffic is then split between voice and data traffic at the
controllers level (or IP-SEC terminating firewall for VOLTE traffic). Voice calls set-up and
switching is implemented by the Core voice infrastructure: Mobile Switching Systems (MSS) for
control plane and Media Gateways (MGW) for the user plane. Mobile data traffic flow is instead
managed by Mobile Management Entity nodes (MME) for control plane, and Packet Data
Network Gateways (PGW) for data plane, which create tunnels towards the desired service
(internet peering points, cache servers, data-centers, etc.)
Fixed traffic is aggregated at Core site level by Broadband Remote Access Servers (BRAS), which
split voice and data traffic. The fixed voice traffic is managed by the IP Multimedia System
architecture, while data traffic is directly managed by BRAS servers.
As discussed, all these legacy network functions are implemented in dedicated nodes with
proprietary hardware. The same network functions have also been implemented as software
modules running on a shared pool of resources hosted in core sites as well and managed by a
network virtualisation layer.
Last but not list core sites host the Label Edge Routers (or Provider Edge) which represent the
ingress/egress point to the Core MPLS network which gives connectivity to the network
functions.
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IP Core Network Layout
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As you can see in the previous description, each Core site implements a couple of PE nodes as
ingress/egress points of the MPLS network.
Midpoint MPLS LSR nodes (P routers) are implemented in a two layer architecture. The
architecture relies on a disjointed physical infrastructure at optical level ensuring full
redundancy. This architecture may leverage on the dual layer routing policy offered by
Segmented Routing as it will be seen in the following.
Internet traffic is then terminated at MPLS level by dedicated PE routers in specific Core sites in
Roma and Milano. They manage the traffic from Internet Providers. A number of direct peering
points are usually implemented to manage larger volumes in a more effctive way, while a global
carrier (Cable&Wireless) is taking care of the reachability of all the rest in the Internet world.
Cache servers are usually implemented locally to relieve the impact on either peering or long
distance capacity dimensioning. In fact cache servers store locally the contents subject to
frequent request (like streaming, http pages, etc.) and make them readily available without the
need of downloading the content every time it is requested from the internet.
Between the dedicated PE routers and the internet peering points DPIs (Deep Packet Inspection)
nodes capture the traffic to implement tariff profiling or optimisation.
Finally the protection against security attacks is implemented at this level by anti-DDOS
platforms. See the next slides for details
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IP Core Network
The IP Core consists of:
64 PE routers (Label Switching Edge) located in 32 Core sites
8 P routers (Label Switching Router) in a two-layers fully redundant architecture
8 Route Reflectors to manage iBGP sessions scalability issue
Dedicated PEs towards Internet, with cache servers to increase efficiency with OTTs
traffic and to announce eBGP routes
DPI (Deep Packet Inspection) layer to implement optimisation policies on Internet
traffic
Internet Peering points as well as interconnections with internatonal carrier in Roma,
Milano
Anti-DDOS systems
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MPLS (Multi Protocol Label Switching)
Different services with different service requirements (latency, bandwidth, reliability,
etc.)
MPLS makes it possible to segregate traffic flows through the creation of VPNs
(Virtual Private Networks)
MPLS implements FEC (Forwarding Equivalence Class), that is a group of IP packets
which are forwarded in the same manner, over the same path, and with the same
forwarding treatment. While in a plain IP network the FEC is determined at each hop,
on an MPLS network the FEC is determined once, at the ingress of the network.
Routing is based on distribution and swap of labels between routers rather than less
efficient IP routing table lookup
Traffic engineering is supported through the creation of MPLS tunnels or LSPs (Label
Switched Paths)
12
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The landscape of services each with specific service requirements is various and ever increasing
in complexity. Voice and video services need low latency, but do not need high bandwidth. FTP
applications want high bandwidth but without need of low latency. Real time applications based
on 5G IOT require very low latency and strict resiliency, so on so forth. Every application has to
co-exist and be managed by the same convergent IP network.
MPLS is the de facto standard to cope with this complexity. It supports the creation of VPNs, each
VPN dealing with a specific traffic flow granting the same treatment of IP packets, the same path
across the network, the same policy of redundancy. VPNs allow different traffic flows to co-exist
applying the requested engineering specifications.
The IP traffic is tagged with MPLS labels at the ingress point. The ingress point is named a Label
Switch Edge Router, or Provider Edge (PE). Midpoint routers are named Label Switch Router (LSR)
or Provider routers (P). P routers just swap the MPLS label selecting the path for a specific traffic
flow. The MPLS label is then removed when exiting the MPLS network, at the egress point
(another PE router). Each router is configured with a Label Forwarding Information Base, which
gives the instructions how to forward packets. Distribution and swap of labels is more efficient
than lookup the routing database based on IP prefix longest match.
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Label Switching
At the ingress point Provider Edge (PE) routers ‘’push’’ labels to IP packets of the specific traffic flow
Intermediate Label Switch Routers (LSR or P routers), ‘’swap’’ labels to select the path
At the egress point PE routers ‘’pop’’ the labels and and perform local Routing Information Base (RIB) lookup
(Penultimate Hop Popping may be used to off-load PEs)
Creation of VPN and traffic engineering are supported through L3VPN and RSVP-TE protocols respectively
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LDP (Label Distribution Protocol) uses the IGP information (SPF Dijkstra Algorhythm) to advertise
IGP best paths. It maintains the Label Forwarding Information Base (LBIF) which will be used to
forward packets.
At the ingress point of MPLS the Provider Edge determines the FEC and insert a label in the MPLS
shim header, between the L2 Header and the layer 3 network header. Midpoint routers (or Label
Switching Routers, or Provider routers) swap the label according to the LFIB and forward the
packet towards the path associated to the label. MPLS labels have a local significance only. This
label operation is much faster and less expensive than forwarding packets after performing
lookups to the Routing Information Base with longest prefix match.
At the egress point finally the label is popped and the router has to perform a lookup to the
Routing Information Base. Sometimes, it is possible and wiser to off-load the edge routers,
performing the pop operation at the penultimate stage. This makes sense whenever there is a
traffic concentration, like at the internet peering points. In this scenario the costly operation of
popping the labels and performing RIB lookups is distributed among many LSRs rather than
being concentrated at fewer PE level. It is worth to notice that the so-called PHP (Penultimate
Hop Popping) technique removes the MPLS label and therefore the last branch of the LSP tunnel
cannot anymore treat the traffic flow according to QoS specified in EXP bits of the MPLS header.
Thus, whenever it is needed, the same PHP process can be implemented with the explicit-null
option, that conserves the label and therefore the treatment of packets even in the last segment.
Further labels may be added to mark the traffic flow with a specific traffic engineering policy
(RSVP-TE protocol, or Route Reservation Protocol) and to instruct the PE router that the traffic
flow is belonging to a specific VPN (L3VPN label on MP-BGP protocol)
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VRF – VIRTUAL ROUTING AND FORWARDING
Provider Edge (PE) routers segregate traffic of different VPNs
creating VRFs
CE3

CE2

CE4

MPLS PEs support the creation VRFs. Each VRF
constitutes a separate routing and forwarding table,
isolated from the others.
The “regular” routing table is called Global Routing
Table, and by default routes/packets refer to this
table when a VRF is not specified

VRF names have only local significance. Having the

CE1

same VRF name among different routers does not
mean the two VRFs are part of the same VPN.
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PE
Other
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Each VRF has an associated (unique to the router)
Route Distinguisher (RD). The RD is used by MPBGP to avoid confusing routes with overlapping IP
addresses from different VPNs. It’s not used to
decide which route will be part of which VPN (the
Route Target is used instead for this).
Even if it’s common to use the same RD for “similar”
VRFs on different PEs, this is not always the case.
Each physical/logical router interface can be
associated (at most) to one VRF. By doing so that
interface will be bound to the corresponding VRF. If
a VRF is not specified, the interface will be bound to
the Global RT.
One common situation is to have many CEs, each
connected with a physical interface to the PE, with
each interface associated to one of the PE’s VRFs.
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A Virtual Private Network can be built segregating the traffic of different VLANs at the edge of the
MPLS network. MPLS supports the creation of VRFs. PEs can have many VRFs, completely
separated routing and forwarding tables, which can manage overlapping IP ranges. The many
VRFs co-exist with the Global Routing Table which is the default routing table used for the traffic
which does not belong to any VRFs.
There are many possible ways to associate a specific VLAN to one VRF. You may have each VLAN
connected to different CEs (Customer Edge routers) each connected with a physical interface to
the PE, therefore each interface is associated to a VRF.
You may also have many VLANs connected to the same CE, then transported to the PE by L2
trunk, that is a single physical interface where each VLAN is identified by a VLAN tag. The VLANs
are then associated to the different VRFs using the logical interfaces.
A further possibility is to deploy a L3 router/switch which implements the Multi-VRF CE (aka
VRFLite) solution. This feature enables the use of multiple VRFs also on the CE. In this case, the
CE collects the various interfaces and links them to different VRFs.
The outbound interface towards the PE is still a trunk, and each logical interface of the trunk on
the CE is bound to a VRF, in a similar way that with the PE.
Important: no MPLS is enabled on the CE, and the PE-CE connection is a plain trunk transporting
pure IP packets with the VLAN tags.
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VPN – VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK
MPLS supports the creation of L3VPNs using Multi Protocol – BGP (MP-BGP) extension in
a very flexible way
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For example, using a RT value to denote a specific VPN,
we can build full-mesh VPNs, completely isolated one
from each other.
In this example we have two full-meshed VPNs, one
associated with RT 100 and the other with RT 200.
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In a MPLS network there are many PEs, each one with some VRFs implemented. The routers are
connected by a full mesh MP-BGP sessions. We already know how the routes are exchanged between
the VRFs and the CEs. We now have to understand how the routes are exchanged among VRFs, on the
same or on different routers.
A VRF is locally identified by a PE with a unique identifier, the Route Distinguisher, but this identifier has
only local significance: the important parameter here is the Route Target. Each VRF can export its
routes to MP-BGP, tagging them with one or more values of the Route Target extended community.
Conversely, the VRF will choose to import the MP-BGP routes which match a specified set of Route
Targets. The simplest (but not the only) way to accomplish this is to specify for each VRF a list of RT
values to be imported and exported. By using suitable sets or RTs many different VPN models can be
built.
The one shown in the slide is simply assigning a single RT value to the VPN itself. VRFs belonging to
the same VPN will import/export the RT identifying the VPN.
As an alternative, we may implement a hub-and-spoke VPN: we conceptually associate a RT to each
PE, so that each PE exports the routes only with its own RT. Then we let PE1 be the hub, by importing
the RTs of all other PEs, while each of the other PEs (the spokes) will import only the hub’s RT. Each
spoke will see the routes originated form another spoke only through the hub. There is no direct
communication between the spokes.
Besides specifying lists of RTs for routes to be imported and exported, it’s also possible to specify an
import route policy and an export route policy name. Import and export maps names are linked with
route maps on the router with the same name, and they provided more fine-grained import/export of
routes. A route map is an algorithm that parses each route and accepts or rejects it depending on
whether it matches some specified criteria or not, optionally performing some actions on the accepted
routing (i.e. setting RT or other BGP attributes). Route maps are used for many purposes on routers (e.g.
redistributing between two routing protocols, or applying BGP policies).
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VPN Labels are piggybacked on MP-BGP Announcements
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This example shows one possible scenario of implementing VPNs.
We have two customers, GINOCOM and PINOCOM, located in two geographically separated
premises, in Milano and Bologna, whose VLANs are connected to two different CEs. They are
going to share the same IP range 10.10.0/24 within the Autonomous system 30722.
We create on both PEs two VRFs associated to the physical interfaces of PE towards the relative
CE. Locally to PEs the VRFs are identified by Route Distinguishers. Each VRF has a routing policy
defined. Within the routing policy we define which Route Target has to be imported and
exported.
In this example we set RT 70 exported and imported by VRF GINOCOM, while RT 80 is used by
VRF PINOCOM. Thus, we are using the RT to identify the VPN. As we said, this is just one possible
choice.
MP-BGP is propagating the VPN label with VPN ID (5555 for GINOCOM and 6666 for PINONET)
and RT exported
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QOS
QOS class mapping in MPLS networks done using EXP bits.
Queuing
DSCP
EXP bits Algorithm Scheduler
CS6, CS7
6,7
PQ
EF
5
PQ
AF31, AF32,
PQ, CBWF,
Enhanced/Standard AF41, AF42 1,2,3,4
WRED
MDRR
PQ, CBWF,
Default
default
0
WRED
MDRR
Class
Control Plane
Voice

Strict priority classes assigned to voice services and signaling, Default, Standard or Enhanced classes
assigned to data draffic, with WRED (Weighted Random Early Detection) algorithm to handle congestion
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Quality Of Service in MPLS network is managed by mapping Precedence bits copied by DSCP
field in IP packet header into the EXP bits within the MPLS shim header.
There are then 8 possible classes. In our case we consider three Strict Priority classes,
corresponding to voice (EF) and control plane (CS6, CS7) which are to be considered privileged
traffic with respect to all the others.
There are then 4 Standard/Enhanced (AF31, AF32, AF41, AF42) classes where a queuing
algorithm has to be applied. WRED (Weighted Random Early Detection) is a congestion avoidance
algorithm which is peculiarly effective to manage impulsive traffic (like mobile 4G), with selective
discarding policy based on priorities. Furthermore, at parity of available bandwidth, WRED can
improve throughput and packet loss ratio in comparison with tail-drop algorithms
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SEGMENT ROUTING
MPLS networks face a growing complexity in terms of variety of service requirements and scalability of
LDP databases and number of tunnels.
Segment Routing (SR) is a source-based routing: the source injects into the network the set of
instructions to follow the routing path and encodes it in the packet header as an ordered list of segments
SR can be directly applied to the MPLS architecture and integrates with multi-service capabilities
including Layer 3 VPNs (L3VPN). A list of segments is encoded as a stack of MPLS labels.
Segment IDs are distributed using IGP (IS-IS, OSPF) extensions only:
Prefix Ids, which uniquely identify a node (default SRGB 16000-23999)
Adjancency IDs which locally identify a link towards a neighbouring router

No need of LDP or RSVP-TE to allocate Segment IDs or program forwarding information
Traffic protection against link and node failures is faster (<50 msec convergence)
Egress peering traffic engineering using BGP Segment IDs
Dual plane networks natively supported using Segment IDs anycast
Plug&Play deployment thanks to interoperability with existing MPLS LDP dataplane
18
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SR is a flexible and scalable way of doing source routing. The source selects a path and encodes
it in the packet header as an ordered list of segments. A segment is an identifier for any type of
instruction: an instruction could be «go to node N using the shortest path» or «go to node N over
the shortest path to node M and then follow links 1, 2, 3».
With SR the network no longer needs to maintain a per-application and per-flow state, instead it
follows the instructions provided in the packet. It relies on extensions to IS-IS and OSPF
protocols. It can operate with an MPLS or Ipv6 dataplane, integrating the rich service capabilities
of MPLS, including L3VPN.
Unlike the case of traditional MPLS networks, routers do not require LDP and RSVP-TE to allocate
or signal their segment identifiers and program their forwarding information. Each router has an
associated prefix segment identifier which is globally unique and represents the shortest path to
a node as determined by IGP protocols. Each link of a router is then identified by an adjacency
segment identifier which represents the link to a neighbour node. The adjacency segment
identifier has local significance only. Segment IDs are encoded in a MPLS label stack entry.
SR supports TI-LFA (Topology Independent-Loop Free Alternate) for fast re-routing. Classical perprefix-LFA uses backup path per primary path per IGP destination pre-computed by IGP. Its
disadvantages are due to incomplete coverage due to topology dependence and possible suboptimal path. TI-LFA fixes the issue, selecting a post-convergence path which is planned and
dimensioned to carry the backup traffic.
SR also supports routing on dual layer architectures. Additional anycast Segment IDs are used to
express macro policies such as «flow x injected in node A towards node B must go via plane 1»
and «flow y injected in node A towards node B must go via plane 2»
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SEGMENT ROUTING and SDN (Software Defined Network)
Segment Routing enables centralised traffic engineering, agile programming source nodes
only via Southbound Interface PCEP (Path Computational Element Protocol). No per flow
state and signaling needed at midpoints and tail end routers
Application Engineered Routing

• Segment IDs and topology info
fed into SDN controller via BGP-LS

SDN Controller
BGP-LS

PCE
Prfx SID 16004
Prfx SID 16005,
Adcy SID 157
Adcy SID 179

Low latency path
16002

16001

A

16004
10 1600310
10

50
16006
10

10

• Controller computes path and
programs A with list of segments

16007

16005

16009

50

50
16008

B
10

10

Default IS-IS cost = 10

• Low latency service request from
A to B

• Equal Cost Multi Path using node
prefix SegmentID
• Low latency path selected using
Adjacency SegmentID
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Controllers and orchestration platforms can interact with Segment Routing for centralised
operation.
This is key to manage the complexity of building and maintaining the variety of services with
different requirements.
In this example the operator needs to implement a service with low latency requirements. The
request is processed centrally by the controller who has been collecting topology information
using BGP-LS (BGP-Link State protocol). The controller computes the best path given the
requirement of low latency, and instructs the source node A with a list of Segment IDs via PCEP
(Path Computational Element Protocol). Node A is then injecting the list of segments within the
MPLS label stack, the first step being to route traffic towards nodeID 16004 (global ID) using IGP,
supporting Equal Cost Multi Path automatically. Then the instruction is to select the links with
lower latency, using the Adjacency Segment IDs as local link identifiers because the upper path
has the lower latency (while the IS-IS cost is higher). The controller does not need to program
neither midpoint nor tail end routers. Therefore the path has been completely and uniquely
identified by the list of segment IDs.
Massive provisioning automation is therefore possible in a much simpler way since it has to do
with source nodes programming only.
The combination of source-based routing, self-discovery inventory, automation capabilities with
standard SouthBound interfaces paves the way to a variety of use cases: re-programming routing
policy to counteract temporary congestion situation, calendaring bandwidth, self-healing
network planning, etc.
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Software Defined Network
SDN exposes transport network resources, supporting Network As A Platform architecture:
• Programmability, policy control, SLA fullfilment to support network slicing and service
differentiation demand (capacity, latency, jitter, etc.)
• Automation, on line performance monitoring and planning tool, predictability to optimise
network, improve resiliency and simplify operation

PCE

BGP-LS
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SDN leverages the network simplification provided by Segment Routing and the introduction of
standard protocols to interact with network elements (such as PCEP, BGP-LS, NETCONF and
Telemetry), combined with a centralised control plane, to make the network programmable and
to pave the way to automation in network operation.
The SDN controller takes an abstract representation of a service, maps it to a set of network
elements configuration, and deploys these configuration to the network, according to a
NETCONF/YANG based service deployment which meets service requirements. Network
configuration can therefore be addressed on a per service basis, supporting NaaP (Network as a
Platform) concept.
Furthermore, the SDN controller collects information to build and maintain a network inventory,
relates performance data to it and can use the data to do advanced traffic engineering, detect
anomalies, predict behavior and make it available automation to execute complex tasks
simplifying operation.
SDN is in principle open to a vendor-agnostic environment. 3° parties control via either standard
protocols or CLI-based drivers allow controllers to build automation extended to multivendor
environments.
A critical functionality seen of great potential is therefore network programmability. Open and
programmable interfaces are instrumental to the so called DevOps approach. Operator does not
have to limit its landscape to a pre-defined set of use cases and scenarios made available by the
vendor, rather, he can develop by himself the application he needs, becoming capable to shorten
the path from the concept to the delivery.
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Software Defined Network: use cases
Network and services autodiscovery:
Topology Discovery using BGP-LS Service instantiation and provisioning
Dynamic network inventory
Service modeling using NETCONF/YOUNG
3° Party nodes control
Computation of SLA adhering path and protection path
Programming Source nodes via PCEP
Network slicing/Disjoint Path/Path Avoidance
Network Optimisation
Capacity planning and bandwidth optimization
Bandwidth on demand and Bandwidth Calendar

PCE

BGP-LS

Programmable automation/DevOps
Anomaly detection
Predictive maintenance
What-if analysis
Dynamic congestion detection and alternative path
creation
22
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The SDN controller keeps up-to-date topological information of the network, and collect
performance and other relevant information data in order to maintain a near real time dynamic
image of the network itself. As discussed in the previous slide, it is very common to have
multivendor environments so that the capability to control 3rd parties equipments might be a
key feature in the introduction of an SDN solution, otherwise the above image shall not be
complete and scarcely useful.
Using this image and the service specifications, like bandwidth requirements, latency, jitter, level
of protection, the SDN controller computes the path matching the needs and can deploy the
service configuring the source nodes only.
The SDN controller may as well take advantage of an intelligent engine to perform network
optimisation, run what-if scenarios simulation, visualize paths and traffic flows. This enables use
cases such as: Calendaring Bandwith (create specific configurations to ensure bandwith
availability for a specific service during a specified time-window), Path Avoidance (reprogramming the routing policy to avoid for one specific traffic flow the usage of a specific path
or node), Disjoint Path (to ensure that differentiated paths are not using the same path or node or
whatever resource which might represent a single point of failure), etc.
The example depicted in the slide shows a simple case of Congestion Avoidance where the SDN
controller detects a congestion status on a link (dotted green), it uses the available information
on topology and traffic data to compute an alternative path, and dynamically configures via PCEP
the source node to create the alternative congestion free path (dotted red)
The availability at the controller level of additonal data, such as alarms, logs, external data can be
used to build big-data application and run machine learning algorithms to detect anomalies,
predict failures and recommend preventive actions.
It is worth to notice that SDN concept is hierarchical. Different SDN controllers can be deployed
in the IP domain, optical domain, Microwave domain. These controllers reports to an higher level
hierarchical controller, which in principle exposes all the network resources at the same time
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through the area controllers.
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SDN and NFV
In the NFV architecture netwok functions such as Evolved Packet Core, Switching, Firewalls, Baseband Processing Units,
etc. are executed as software Virtual Network Functions instantiated in a shared pool of hardware, storage and computing
resources, managed dynamically by a virtualisation software.
Besides the advantages in terms of efficiency and flexibility to cope with a rapidly changing demand, NFV adds complexity
to IP transport in managing the multiple traffic flows
Moreover, 5G is a multi-service network, where ideally the physical network is «sliced» in isolated logical networks on a per
service basis.
SDN (combined with SR) provides a natural way to handle routing between VNFs through simplification and automation.

FROM
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OCS, SGW, etc.

TO

App 1

App 1
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Virtualization
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VM1

VM2

..
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Other VMs
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Generic IT HW
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Network Function Virtualisation, largely used in IT data centers, consists in the implementation of
software functions, namely network functions in this case, as Virtual Machines to be executed in
a shared set of physical resources. Therefore there are no more dedicate proprietary hardware
nodes, but rather a pool of shared hardware, computing and storage resources where different
software modules, the Virtual Machines, are going to be dynamically instantiated.
A virtualization layer is orchestrating the allocation of resources, the configuration of physical
and virtual network functions, managing the virtual network functions lifecycle, governing logical
access, etc.
This has the obvious advantage to consolidate the physical infrastructure, and in principle to be
more flexible to respond to a rapidly changing demand of capacity. For example to cope with an
unforeseen traffic growth, it is not anymore necessary to deploy more dedicated and proprietary
hardware to host the network function in need of an expansion, in fact it will be sufficient to
instantiate new VMs in the shared pool of resources. It is also possible to manage the allocation
of resources dynamically, for example instantiating new VMs, or re-locating existing VMs to a
different datacenter where the resources are readily available.
Operators are also deploying small datacenters at the edge of the network. MEC (Multiaccess
Edge Computing) leverages the proximity to the end user to enable very low latency applications
and high bandwidth with an improved user experience.
While both SDN and NFV can be implemented independently, for, as we have discussed, there
are independet advantages to do so, nevertheless SDN is clearly the natural way to cope with the
additional complexity which NFV brings in. Namely, SDN simplifies the routing of particular traffic
flows from one datacenter to another when a VM is elastically deployed.
Furthermore, 5G is meant to be a multi-service network, supporting multiple «verticals», that is
multiple isolated logical networks with resources assigned on a per service basis. NFV and SDN
combined support the concept of «network slicing» and provide the technological means to
manage the relative complexity through advanced automation tools.
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IP security aspects: threats from the outside
• DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) malicious
attempt to disrupt service using “Botnets”,
networks of compromised “zombie” computers
• Types of DDoS attacks

Internet

– Application layer attacks – ex. http flooding
– Protocol attacks- ex. TCP SYN flood
– Volumetric attacks – ex. DNS amplification

• Common DDoS attack strategies exploit different
techniques to overload target servers with flooding
UDP, ICMP (ping) traffic, or causing disruption
attacking NTP servers or DNS servers.
• Anti DDoS systems aim is to detect the attack, to
scrub the malicious traffic
• Other possible threats from the outside:
– Attempts to deviate traffic announcing more specific routes
(BGP hijacking)
– Exploting vulnerabilities still unknown or still without
paching (Zero-Day Attack)

malicious + real
traffic

Anti DDoS
Platform
real traffic

Service Provider Core Network
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Security is the first and most relevant challenge in IP networks operation. There are many aspect
concerning security, this is just a brief introduction.
Among the possible security threats from the outside a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
attack is a malicious attempt to disrupt normal traffic of a targeted server, service or network by
overwhelming it with a flood of Internet traffic.
DDoS attacks utilize remotely controlled compromised computer systems, often referred to as
“zombie computers” as sources of the attack traffic. They form what is known as a “botnet” or
network of bots.
- Application layer attacks aim to exhaust the resources of the target. They can be difficult to
defend since the traffic cannot be easily identified as malicious.
- Protocol attacks have as a goal to cause a service disruption by consuming all the available
capacity of web applications servers or intermediate resources like firewalls or load balancers.
They use weaknesses on layer 3 or 4 on the protocol stack to render the target inaccessible.
- Volumetric attacks are characterized by attempts of congestion in order to consummate all
available bandwidth between the target and the larger Internet, preferably causing
congestion in the network’s infrastructure even before reaching the target.
Most common attacks:
- UDP flood by definition is any DDoS attack that floods a target with UDP packets on random
ports on a remote host. Causes the host to repeatedly check for the application listening at
that port and exhausts the host’s resources.
- ICMP (ping) is similar to UDP flood attack, it overwhelms the target resource with ping packets
generally sending them as fast as possible without waiting for replies. It consumes the
bandwidth since the victim’s server will try to respond to the pings.
- BGP Hijacking – whenever an operator announces a more specific route (i.e. /24) by mistake
or aiming at illegal scope the traffic is deviated. Operators can detect prefix announcements
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-

on routers which are visible on public platforms and can be taken care of by announcing a
more specific network.
Ping of death – the attacker sends multiple malformed pings to a computer (ex. Length
65.535B, size on Data Link Layer normally limited to 1500B). The big packet is then split to IP
fragments and the server tries to reassemble it.
Slowloris – highly targeted attack enabling one web server to take down another without
affecting other services or ports on the targeted network by maintaining as many
connections as long as possible towards the targeted server.
NTP amplification attack – exploits publicly accessible Network Time Protocol servers to
overwhelm a targeted server with UDP traffic. Any attacker that obtains a list of open NTP
servers can easily generate a devastating high-bandwidth and volumetric DDoS attack.
Zero-day attacks – all unknown or new attacks exploiting vulnerabilities for which no patch
has yet been released.

Possible defence strategies against DDoS attacks are:
Black-holing – create a black hole route and funnel traffic into it. Both malicious and real traffic is
routed to a null route and dropped from the network.
Rate-limiting – a way of mitigating DoS attacks by limiting the number of requests a server may
accept in a time window.
Anycast network diffusion – uses an anycast network to scatter the attack traffic across a
network of distributed servers to the point where the traffic is absorbed by the network.
A dedicated Anti-DDoS system is so far the most efficient way to counteract DDoS attacks.
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Anti-DDOS solution
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Dedicated AntiDDoS infrastructure is designed to mitigate multi-vector DDoS attacks following
their dynamic change of traffic and providing the best solution of protection expected as a
quality of service from a provider.
Infrastructure nodes :
- Packet Inspector – appliance that executes the phase of detection, so it inspects the traffic
and follows certain thresholds in order to decide if there is an ongoing attack
- Centralized Cyber Security Controller - Its principal role is to make a diversion of the traffic
towards the Scrubbing Center.
- Scrubbing Center – physical appliance that enforces the policy of mitigation received from
the Security Controller.
Workflow:
- Routers on the exit towards Internet send mirrored samples of the packets that they receive
towards the Packet Inspector
Packet Inspector inspects the packets and in case of a suspected attack alerts the Cyber Security
Controller. As first threshold is passed a Misuse Trigger Rate is set with a timer of misuse latency.
As a second threshold is assed, High severity Rate is set with a timer of severity duration.
- Cyber Security Controller sends out a BGP announcement in order to redirect the traffic from
the following node of the network towards the Scrubbing Center.
- Scrubbing Center cleans the traffic (drops the malicious traffic) and reinjects it to the router in
question
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IP security aspects: threats from the inside
• Risks associated to malicious logical access to the network, aimed to cause damage or to steal
information, are dealt with 2FA (Two Factor Authentication) for remote access and PAM
(Privileged Access Management) systems to store and manage privileged user passwords.
• Risks associated to misconfiguration: automation is a key factor to minimize the probability of
execution errors, however applying massive changes via automatic script from a single controller
without careful testing could lead to massive errors with serious consequences
• Risks associated to scenarios where the combination of loss of IP connectivity and the
restrictions implied by PAM systems could weaken or be an impediment to the ability of
operation teams to apply a remedy, which has to be guaranteed in all circumstances.
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In general, criminal attempts to have unauthorized access to the live network aim to steal
relevant information or to cause a damage. Talking about the IP network, an unauthorized or
uncontrolled access to routers can potentially cause a serious impact on the services or even a
catastrophic loss of connectivity to a large scale.
Security measures to mitigate this risk include 2FA for remote user access and Privileged Access
Management systems, that is bastion or jump servers to store and manage system privileged
passwords.
The resiliency of these access management systems is of paramount importance to grant the
ability of applying remedies to network failures, since in principle, unavailability of password
vaults as well as a loss of connectivity towards the bastions could compromise the logical access
to the live network. Thus, a thorough analysis of possible connectivity or bastions failure
scenarios has to guarantee the emergency or “last resort” access under any circumstances.
Misconfiguration leading to a loss of connectivity scenario can be caused by common mistakes
as well. Automation is obviously a powerful mean to mitigate the risk of human errors, but on the
other hand you cannot ignore the fact that having a centralised controller potentially able to
elaborate and implement massive scripts for configuration changes represents a non-zero
probability of being a potential source of errors with massive impact. Therefore, careful testing is
a key factor to secure automated operation, for example leveraging “virtual labs” simulating live
network environment in every details in order to verify the effects of the designed scripts prior to
the deployment.
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Challenges: traffic trends and capacity management
Data traffic growth is both technology and market driven
Non linear effects play an increasing role in traffic profiles:
Gaming platform new releases
Simutaneous software upgrades downloads
Streaming of special events, football matches, concerts, etc.

Cache servers increasing in number and moved towards the customer to relieve
bandwidth requirements and costs on long distance
Increase of direct peering points
QOS!
capabilities to support and enhance capacity planning processes
28
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The steady increase rate of data traffic consumption both in mobile and fixed market is due to
the availability of technologies such as FTTH, 4G, 5G which make it possible to get very high
throughput and, on the other side, to the tendency to have unlimited allowances per customers
in a very competitive market. This growth makes capacity planning critical either to ensure
quality of service to the customer or to preserve the financial sustainability of network
development.
A further complexity in the planning process is related to specific services with very high
bandwidth demand in specific time windows, TV streaming of special events (football matches,
TV shows), simultaneous SW upgrades in response to the delivery of OS patches, gaming
platforms, etc.
These aspects require a careful planning and the efficient usage of the available bandwidth.
Caching internet traffic is increasing the efficiency in a relevant way, because it lessens the
impact on peering points load and long distance bandwidth requirements. So increasing the
number and the effectiveness of cache servers, moving them towards the end customer is going
to be worth to the aim. On the other end, managing optimal QoS algorithms to avoid/manage
congestion is becoming of increasing importance to manage traffic peaks, let alone the
increasing variety of services.
In general, it is desirable to have a more flexible and intelligent capacity planning, with features
like bandwith calendaring to manage special events, fast re-programming of routing policies to
avoid seasonal or temporary congestion, etc. As discussed, this is the objective SDN aims to
achieve.
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Latency, latency, latency!
Throughput is depending on latency!
IoT applications rely on low latency
Real time applications with very low latency
requirements also to drive the future evolution of 5G
mobile networks

QOS is key to manage buffering and queuing privileging
the low latency applications
Application engineered routing
Moving intelligence towards peripheral data center to
shorten the physical path and reduce RTTs
29
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The introduction of 5G network is supporting very low latency applications.
IoT and real time applications are expected to explode in numbers and variety. There have been
already examples deployed and working: remote surgery, autonomous drive, smart cities, etc.
In terms of network architecture this is leading to a choice of implementing service intelligence
as near as possible to the customer, to shorten the transmission path and limit the delay
introduced by the pure transmission.
But this is going to be a challenge in terms of flexibility and speed in the provisioning process
with the need of selecting an optimized path for each service. The Application Engineered
Routing leveraging Segmented Routing in MPLS networks is just addressing this aspect, and it is a
pre-requisite to a flexible and automated process of provisioning.
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Resiliency (I)
Resiliency policy: active-standby versus load sharing
Active-standby optimizes latency, since primary and secondary path are
likely to have different RTTs being on different physical paths. On the
other end load sharing is in principle more efficient, and makes sure
there is no unused link in the network minimising the risk of ‘silent’
issues
Minimum-link configuration
Due to technical constraints primary/secondary paths may consist in
10/100Gbits link bundles. In case of a failure on a single link the primary
path remains still active but with reduced capacity. The minimum-link
parameter defines the minimum number of links active on the bundle
which has to trigger switching on full capacity secondary path to avoid
congestion
Automatic re-configuration and intelligent re-routing to manage
increasingly complex scenarios
30
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Among the variety of service requirements the IP network has to fullfil, resiliency plays a key role:
service continuity is in fact the fundamental milestone of the quality of service.
As you have seen in the previous section, IP MPLS, with the enhancement of Segment Routing,
supports Fast Re-routing capabilities that are widely used to ensure service continuity. Many
aspects or side-effects have to be considered while designing a resilient architecture though.
Hereby you can find two examples.
An active-standby configuration, with a primary path which is actively transporting traffic and a
secondary path which is inactive in absence of faults ca be the optimal solution in terms of
latency. In fact there might be the case primary and secondary paths do not have the same
physical distance or the same number of hops, and therefore the latency of one path could be
much worse than the other: if there is a requirement of low latency it is wiser than to choose as a
primary path the one with the best latency, and content yourself with a secondary path with suboptimal latency just in case of faults.
Load sharing on the other hand has advantages. First of all it is intrinsically more efficient in
exploiting the available bandwitdh. Furthermore it has the non-trivial advantage to keep every
resource active minimising the risk associated to maintaining a link inactive for most of the time.
In fact in this case inaccurate monitoring or malfunctions in supervision may lead to undetected
loss of redundancy.
The second example is related to IP links bundles. Due to technical constraints there is usually
the need of bundling together more than one IP link. Redundancy is again granted by
configuring primary and secondary bundles. The safest redundancy policy is to be determined
taking into account the amount of traffic to be transported. In fact if only one of the IP links fails
and the primary bundle is still active but overall with less capacity, it may lead to a congestion
status if the remaining links are not enough to carry over the busy hour traffic. In this situation it
is wiser to switch to the secondary bundle even though part of the primary links are still up. The
dependency on traffic volumes cannot be neglected to fine-tune the redundancy policy or
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congestion avoidance.
In general the capability of self-discovering potentially critical situation in terms of congestion
risk and re-configuring the routing accordingly is enabled by SDN networks
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Resiliency (II)
Critical components and risk analysis
Likelihood of double failures has to be carefully
estimated, taking into account critical
components failure rate and the expected time to
recovery. For example islands connectivity via
submarine cables shows a relatively low failure rate
but a potentially high time to recovery
Disaster recovery
Extraordinary events like heartquakes, flood,
accidental fire may seriously impact service
continuity of telco networks, which play strategic
roles during an emergency situation. Specific
countermeasures on site robustness, let alone
recovery plans have to be designed and
periodically tested to ensure Business Continuity
31
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Business continuity relies upon risk analysis, identifying critical components and probabilities of
failure. Active-standby, with a primary and secondary paths configuration for critical applications
may not be enough to ensure service continuity depending on the likelihood of a double failure,
which is a consequence not only of the rate of single failures but also on the expected duration
of the outages. We have already discussed the lenghty process to restore the service in case of a
submarine cable fault, which raise the probability of a double failure even if the likelihood of the
single failure is smaller than the one for terrestrial links.
Critical component on routers or optical nodes must also be studied in terms of resiliency and
the impact on probability of double failures. Vendors are usually poviding figures which give
important hints to estimate the failure likelihood of components, that is Mean Time Between
Failures parameters for each component. Based on such figures, spare parts depots size and
location have to be dimensioned in order to ensure that no critical component remains with loss
of redundancy for a period of time as long as to run the risk of a double failure occurrence.
Furthermore, recently available predictive technologies based on machine learning allow
preventive actions to substitute in advance critical components which might fail in the near
future because they have shown patterns which usually lead to an hardware failure according to
the historic data elaborated by the machine learning algorithms.
Business continuity then deals with catastrophic events which can damage or destroy the assets
of the network. Accidental fire, earthquakes, flooding, terrorist attack, robbery, and other
extraordinary events may be the cause of service disruption. Of course every possible step to
mitigate the risk of such events to happen must be taken. Robustness of physical sites must be
re-inforced against intrusion, fire, flood, robbery, earthquakes, and so on. Nevertheless the
readiness to respond to extraordinary events is of paramount importance. Telco operators
usually maintain disaster recovery facilities designed to recover the service even in the most
extreme conditions and emergency plans are prepared and regularly tested.
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Monitoring, preventive maintenance, robots (I)
Real time monitoring is usually done looking at alarms
propagated by network equipments. End to End service KPIs and
traffic performance are also used though, being more effective
to quickly identify the root-cause
Extensive preventive checks on disturbances, event logs,
misconfigurations do provide useful hints to prevent failures
taking the proper actions proactively

Automation is key to improve both reactivity and prevention,
providing intelligent correlation engines, relieving humans in
repetitive tasks and zeroing the risk of missing critical
information
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We have spoken about the growing complexitiy of IP networks. Complexity is a challenge for the
design of the network, and it is equally a challenge in the day by day operation, starting from the
trouble-shooting of issues.
The traditional way to operate a network is reactive maintenance: it consists in monitoring the
alarms propagated by the systems and rely on experts to manually identify the root-cause and
apply the necessary remediation. This is evermore complex, due to the lack of reliability of
manually-fed inventory, the thousands of configurations at IP level, the dynamic status of the
network itself, the large variety of services.
The modern view is to rely on preventive maintenance. Instead of waiting for the problem to
happen and react, operation team have to perform extensive preventive checks, detect
anomalies, and apply the remediation even before the issue comes up, preventing any impact on
the service.
It remains the issue of the growing complexity and how to govern it. The response resides in
automation. Self-discovery tools to continuosly feed inventory systems, automated tools to run
checks every day, automating scripts to help trouble-shooting become indispensable as far as
the large amount of data to be dealt with increases over a certain threshold.
Also in reactive maintenance, that is the «monitor-and-react» way which remains after all
necessary to operate the network, automation is of great help. Monitoring can be largely done by
robots, who detects anomalies in a faster and more reliable way and can automatically deliver
workorders to experts. Manual and repetitive tasks being automated, it leaves room to humans
for higher tasks
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Monitoring, preventive maintenance, robots (II)
Growing complexity makes increasingly difficult and risky
manual tasks (i.e. manual correlation on VRF/VPN configuration
data, or massive parameter changes in a large MPLS network )
Traditional Network Inventory systems based on manual
documentation could be hard to maintain and is prone to errors
in matching data between network layers

Self discovery inventories, error free and automatically up to
date, matching data between different layers
The level of automation is of paramount importance to
overcome the complexity in trouble-shooting, to minimize errors
in configuration tasks
33
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From Preventive To Predictive
Extensive routine checks have been improving quality and reducing outage probability,
Today exploiting big data and applying machine learning algorithms is expected to boost
maintenance processes efficiency and achieve perfect quality.
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We have discussed that traditional operation relies on reactive maintenance, that is detecting
issues from alarms monitoring and take the proper actions to restore the service. Preventive
maintenance aims instead at detecting anomalies in advance by routinely check the status of the
network and perform all the recommended actions which may prevent the failures to occur in
the first place.
A step further to improve the quality and to be more efficient/effective in operating the network
is predictive maintenance.
Gathering data from the equipments such as minor alarms, warnings, disturbances, system logs,
as well as external data such as temperature, humidity, etc. and treating them all with the help of
algorithms may lead to identify patterns of events likely to produce a failure.
Prediction of a failure alone cannot save the day. If a predictive algorithm knows that an
equipment is likely to have an hardware failure poses the problem of what to do of an hardware
which is still working and without defects but which could fails tomorrow. Swapping whatever
hardware the algorithm is predicting faulty might not be a straightforward solution. This might
even lead to an increasing costs rather than efficiency. Prescriptive maintenance comes to help,
with a case by case analysis suggesting actions to take
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Predictive Models
Deep learning/machine learning algorithms (Neural Networks, Random
Forest, Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, etc.) are able to correlate
events, identify patterns and make predictions
Precision, Recall, AUC KPIs used to estimate suitability to provide reliable
predictions
Algorithms need training and fine-tuning.
Training could take advantage on expert hints rather than relying on a
black box approach

Confusion Matrix

PRECISION
Nr. Of events predicted TRUE

15

Nr. of events correctly predicted TRUE

5

Nr. of events actually occurred TRUE

10

= 33%

True

False

5

80

10

5

5

Reality

Nr. of events correctly predicted TRUE

Prediction

True

False

RECALL

= 50%

Reality and model coincide

Reality and model diverge
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Prediction models leverage algorithms such as Neural Networks, Random Forest, Vector
Machine, Logistic Regression, etc.
For example Neural Networks are based on perceptrons, logical devices similar in concept to
human neurons, designed to receive n input values, compute a weighted sum and «fire» an
output signal if the sum is exceeding a pre-defined threshold. The «learning» algorithm is trained
to adjust the weights of the input components of the sum to obtain a proper decision surface
using an appropriate number of training samples. In Neural Networks this is implemented by a
process called back-propagation. The erros in the prediction are looped-back to update the
weights using the gradient-descent method to converge to a minimum error. So Neural
Networks, and in general predictive algorithms need an initial fine-tuning and training phase on a
relatively large piece of historic data. They can be supervised, leveraging labeled data and direct
feedback on predictions, or unsupervised, without labeling or feedbacks, aiming to discover new
unknown patterns. As an example, supervised algortihms are used for medical diagnosis,
prediction on share prices, spam filtering, image recognition, fraud detection, etc. Unsupervised
algorithms are typical in market segments analysis, image compression, risk management,
anomalous behaviour detection, etc. A third type of approach is re-inforcement algorithms, used
for example in autonomous driving, vacuum cleaner robots, games, automatic trading, etc.
Convolutive Neural Networks recently made possible a significant progress in image recognition,
and other applications widely used in various fields.
Effectiveness of a predictive model is measured by several KPIs. Precision is the ratio between
the number of times the events the algorithm has predicted to occur, which actually occurred,
and the total number of events the algorithm predicted to occur. An high precison means that
the algorithm produces predictions that are reliably true, with a limited number of false positive
cases. A low precison instead means that the algorithm is producing a lot of false positive cases.
Recall is the ratio between the number of events the algorithm predicted to occur which actually
occurred, with respect to the number of events actually occurred.
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An high recall means that the algorithm is capable to predict the majority of actual events, so it is
reliable to capture the relevant events. A low recall on the contrary means that the algorithm is
not able to predict all the events, so it is not reliable because of the many false negatives.
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From predictive to prescriptive
Deep learning/Machine learning predictions are usually ‘blind’, they
predict what will happen but cannot tell you why it will happen
Algorithms can learn from humans and provide more insights on root
causes
Predictions should pave the way to proactive action: not an obvious step!
Helping to govern an ever increasing complexity in an effective and
efficient way is the ultimate goal
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Agenda
1

Network overview: access network, legacy core network, NFV

2

IP backhauling, IP Core and underlying TX

3

IP MPLS and Segment Routing

4

SDN & NFV

5

IP Network Operation Challenges & Evolution

6

Wrap-Up and Q&A
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In summary:
IP networks are a key component of telco networks, they are growing in
size and complexity, a growth that is going to pose considerable
challenges in manageability, let alone security aspects.
The flexibility of MPLS based networks, simplification with Segment
Routing and programmability through SDN become an indispensable aid
for both design and operation.
IP technologies do require from engineers high profile, very specialized
skills. Nevertheless understanding the needs and the inclination to
cooperate with experts from other areas, as well as the unrelenting thirst
to learn new things will be the ultimate key for success
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